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The majority of Singapore’s electricity supply
is generated by natural gas. This leaves energy
prices vulnerable to changes in the global
oil markets. As oil prices increase, so do
electricity costs.
The future cost of energy is increasingly volatile and
hard to predict. To stay competitive, businesses need to
think differently about how they power their operations,
taking greater control of where their power comes
from and actively managing when they use grid power.

Businesses that develop
‘power flexibility’ to strategically
shift when they use grid power
are at a significant advantage.
Leveraging innovative technology and business models,
power flexibility is a growing opportunity for most
businesses. It offers new sources of revenue, new ways
to offset retail electricity costs, and opportunities for
new investments in flexibility assets, including battery
storage, controls, generator upgrades and more.

Our mission

Your new
energy future

Our
mission
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In this new energy landscape, it’s increasingly
challenging for local and global businesses
in Singapore to remain competitive.
The current energy market brings a
significant opportunity for innovation.

Our mission is to help
businesses turn energy into
a competitive advantage.

We transform how businesses
power their operations with
new ideas, technologies and
opportunities for a better
way forward.

To stay competitive,
businesses need to think
differently about how they
power their operations.
Discover:
How power flexibility works

Power flexibility:
the untapped
opportunity

The business case
Case studies

	Switching energy use from the
grid to on-site power sources such
as backup generators or battery
storage

Grid need

Battery

Generator
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Flexibility is triggered by
automated controls or
manually after notification by
our network operations centre.

Flexibility is delivered by powering
down equipment or switching
to on-site power sources for a
specified period of time.

Once the price signal or grid
need has passed, businesses
return to normal power
consumption.

Respond
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Restore

Measurement of Contingency Reserve Quantum

Event:

Chiller

Compressor

Price signal

1

Activate

1
Load (MW)

	Making temporary adjustments to
equipment electricity usage such as
pumps, chillers or compressors; or

Flexibility assets

Businesses can harness
their power flexibility by:

Trigger:

Power flexibility

How power
flexibility
works

Pump

2

Load
<10 min

Furnace

Fan
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Actual Reserve
MW = Smallest
(Baseline MW Actual MW)

Baseline MW

Refiner/
Air-Separation
Unit

Actual MW

Time

Value:

New revenue

Bill savings

The value of
power flexibility
will increase
dramatically
in the future

We help hundreds of businesses across more than 20
countries to tap into their power flexibility, helping
them generate new revenue and electricity bill savings.
The value available to your business will depend on a number
of factors which we can help you assess.

The average value you can unlock from
your flexibility assets can be from five
to 10%* on your energy bill.

Power flexibility

The business case
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Key drivers
Oil pricing
Electricity pricing is driven by oil
and LNG prices, which influence
your electricity bills. Rising oil prices
increase the value of power flexibility

Market reforms
Data Centre

Cold Storage

Industrial

$420,000

$300,000

$250,000

Backup generators, uninterruptible
power supply (UPS)

Fans, compressors,
forklift chargers

Refiners, compressors,
melters and more

Water Utilities

Recycling / waste
management

$85,000

Food

$45,000

Backup generators,
pumps, aerators

Backup generators, UPS,
co-generation

Backup generators, fans,
compressors

$210,000

* Representative savings amount, each business is unique and your potential savings could vary.

Market reforms are opening up
competition and flexibility opportunities
where you can earn revenue by
supporting the electricity grid

Technology costs
Declining costs for enabling
technologies like internet of
things (IOT) and battery storage
will expand what flexibility can do

CASE STUDY

Contingency reserve program

Protecting the grid when unexpected failures occur
Frequency grid support helps maintain Singapore’s
power systems at 50Hz when a generator or generators
trip suddenly or unexpectedly fail.
Our contingency reserve program provides a service
called Interruptible Load (IL) and operates in the
Singapore Wholesale Electricity Market.
Maintaining grid frequency at 50Hz is critical for system
security in the National Electricity Market of Singapore
(NEMS). When the frequency deviates, the Power
System Operator (PSO) calls on our client portfolio to
respond by powering down non-critical equipment or
switching to backup supplies.

By participating you provide
security of supply to Singapore,
drive downwards pressure on
electricity prices, and earn
payments for doing so.
In a contingency reserves event, our clients respond
within 10 minutes of being called, and go back to
grid power after one hour (on average).

The PSO asks clients to activate their reserves
within 10 minutes of an event. This brings the grid
back into normal range by balancing demand
against supply.

MW
Minutes

0
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If you have a backup generator
larger than 400kVA, we can
unlock hidden value by investing
in upgrades that turn it into a
flexibility resource.
How it works

Enel X contingency reserves portfolio response

Event start point

Maximise the value of
your backup generator

We invest in upgrades that allow your facility to
seamlessly transfer between grid power and your
backup generator. This means your generator can
be used for flexibility without any disruption to your
business. You then decide under what conditions your
generator can be used, and can participate in flexibility
programs independent of your retail contract.

Reliability benefits
	Early detection of problems: By using it for
flexibility, any generator damage or faults are more
likely to be detected and addressed while you still
have grid power. This means you’ll have higher
confidence that your generator will perform if
a grid emergency ever occurs
Improved generator reliability: For most engines,
performance is better when run regularly under load

Financial benefits
	Earn regular payments: Earn payments for
participating and for availability, even when your
generator is not actively being used
	Turn testing costs into revenue: Instead of paying
to test your generators periodically using load
banks, you can meet your testing requirements
while getting paid
Increase engine life, reduce maintenance costs:
Running your generator under load for flexibility
programs is usually beneficial for the engine

Community benefits
 upport lower power costs: The reserves market
S
puts downwards pressure and helps to smooth out
volatility in electricity prices

Power flexibility

Frequency grid support
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Discover new value
with battery storage
The EMA is currently exploring
battery pilot programs, especially
for rooftop solar coupled with
battery storage systems. This
opportunity will unlock new
flexibility for your business in
the future.
Our technology ensures your battery will automatically
charge and discharge power at strategic times to
capture value without impacting your business
operations.

Key benefits
	Earn regular income: Earn a share of the flexibility
value captured by the battery system each month,
with immediate positive cash flow impact to your
business
Improve resiliency: The system will improve your
ability to operate critical equipment in the case of a
grid power outage, especially if installed as part of
a micro grid
S
 upport renewables: Battery storage can improve
your ROI for on-site solar power, and storage also
enables the grid to support increasing amounts of
renewable power, which will drive down wholesale
power costs over time

Our approach
Rigorous simulation
A sophisticated simulation of potential battery systems
to determine if there are any configurations with a
viable business case.
Tier 1 battery systems
	Source a battery system from a leading tier 1
global supplier
	Install, permit and commission the system,
including market registration and utility approvals
Shared savings model
	We fund the battery system with no up-front cost
to you
	All value from the system is shared in a fixed ratio
with you
	We partner with you under a multi-year services
agreement

Optimisation engine
A real-time operating system that uses advanced
learning algorithms to maximise economic returns
from all available flexibility opportunities.

Power flexibility

CASE STUDY

Our real-time
optimisation engine
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Battery systems offer exciting possibilities for
transforming how you power your business.
However, they are still quite expensive.
If you are going to make an investment in storage,
it is critical that you maximise the economic value
you capture from its operation.
This is not easy to do, as there are many variables
to consider, and most of them vary in real-time over
the course of each day.

We have built a world-leading
optimisation engine that utilises
advanced machine learning
algorithms to maximise the
economic returns from battery
systems in real-time each day.

Traditional ‘rules-based’ control schemes are not
effective enough to manage this complexity.
We have taken a different approach.

Frequency grid response

Facility electricity usage

Critical price response
Emergency grid support
Site peak shaving
Price arbitrage
Network support

Production schedule
Optimisation
Engine

Solar power generation
Weather forecast
Battery conditions
Utility requirements

We provide a services
platform that gets your
business maximum value
from flexibility, both
today and into the future.

Our proven approach
	We are outcome-oriented, and we align our
incentives so that we only earn revenue when
you do
	We cover any necessary up-front costs, so that your
business sees positive cash flow from the outset
	We have unmatched access to the market, which
means you get the most value from your flexibility
	We have 24/7 trading operations and a software
platform that constantly adapts to changes in
the market
	We operate independently; you can switch to
any retailer at any time and still get the full value
of flexibility

6,000+ MW

of flexibility assets
managed globally with
15,000+ businesses

1500+ MW

of flexibility assets
managed across APAC
with 700+ businesses

Our services
Planning and design
	We assess your operations to
determine the best flexibility
strategy for your business

Market
leadership

Turnkey implementation
	We manage all detailed
engineering and installation for
metering, controls and any new
assets (such as batteries)
	We handle any required market
registrations, testing and utility
approvals

Operation and optimisation
	We operate your flexibility on
an ongoing basis, including
24/7 real-time market trading
and compliance
	We continually optimise the
economic returns from your
flexibility assets

Working with us

Working
with us
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Enel X

Headquartered in Rome, Enel is a multinational
energy company. Enel is one of the 100 largest
companies in the world, with business activities
in more than 30 countries across five continents.

Enel has been recognised in Fortune’s
prestigious ‘Change the World’ list,
as one of the top 30 companies in the
world to help the planet and tackle
social problems.

Enel X harnesses transformative
technologies to create simple,
intuitive solutions for people,
cities and businesses. We have
more than 3,000 employees
worldwide focused on sustainable
innovation that rises to the
challenge of tomorrow.
We are leading the global energy transition,
with three primary objectives:
	To meet customer goals for reduced
energy costs and the decarbonisation
of their energy use
	To provide flexibility to the electricity
grid to allow for smooth integration
of increasing quantities of renewable
energy and distributed energy resources
	To act as an accelerating agent for the
electrification of diverse uses of energy

43GW

of renewable
power capacity

64M

retail electricity
customers
worldwide

73M

end users on
Enel electricity
networks

69,000
global
employees

About us

The Enel Group
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